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Overview

I Reinforcement learning with MDPs

I Challenges in long-term unknown environments:
I Exploring the unknown
I Long-term dependencies
I Many unknown tasks: transfer and forgetting
I Long-term safety considerations

I Beyond the MDP framework:
I Self-improvement
I Lifelong reinforcement learning
I Constrained MDPs



Reinforcement learning with MDPs

Markov decision process (MDP)

I Agent observes environment state s ∈ S and then performs action a ∈ A.

I Environment returns the reward r(s, a) ∈ R and then samples the next state
s′ ∼ P ∗s,a.

I Decision problem:
I Find policy π : S → A
I (stochastic policy also often-used)
I Which maximises Vπ(s) = Eπ,P∗

[∑∞
k=0 γ

trt|s0 = s
]

I MDP is defined by tuple 〈S,A, P ∗, r, γ〉.
I Markov property: transition probability depends only on current state-action pair

(P ∗s,a)



Reinforcement learning with MDPs: Practice

I In RL, the dynamics and reward distribution of the MDP are unknown.

I Exact value-based: learn the value for each state-action pair.
For example, Q-learning [6] maintains a Q-table:
Q(s, a)← (1− α)Q(s, a) + α (r(s, a) + γmaxa′ Q(s′, a′))

I Approximate value-based:
For example, Deep Q-Network (DQN) [4] minimises the loss

L(θ) = E(s,a,r,s′)∼U(B)

[
(r + γmaxa′ Q(s′, a′; θ̂)−Q(s, a; θ))2

]
via repeated samples from a replay buffer B.

I Policy-based:
make direct updates to the policy, typically via gradient descent. E.g. PPO [5]



Exploring the unknown

Exploration-Exploitation trade-off:

I Exploring unknown states or state-action pairs to
gain more knowledge?

I Exploiting existing policy known to be
near-optimal?

I Long-term environments will typically be larger,
so the problem is more challenging

Only exploitation

Balance



Long-term dependencies

Various reasons

I No terminal states or time-outs: decisions and
learning processes affect long-term success
→ non-episodic MDPs

I Partial observability: observation ot 6= st
environment state; sequence of observations can
uniquely determine state
→ POMDPs

I Non-Markovian dynamics: transition dynamics
are history-dependent, st+1 ∼ P ∗s1,a1,s2,a2,...,st,at
→ NMDPs

Need a time-out?

Partial observability



Many unknown tasks: transfer and forgetting

I Sequence of tasks (e.g. MDPs or POMDPs)

I Transfer: knowledge of similar task(s) helps
performance on another

I Forgetting: knowledge of previously learned task
is erased due to new incoming tasks

time

τ0 τ1 τ5 τ0 τ6 τ9 τ17 · · ·



Long-term safety consideration

I Short term: safe to take low-risk behaviours

I Long term: repeated low-risk is high risk

I For example, robot repeatedly hitting a wall may
cause damage

I → can the agent be constrained to behave
safely?



Beyond MDPs: Self-improvement

I Exploring and exploiting environments of unknown class
I Environment could be an MDP, POMDP, NMDP, . . .
I Is there some general principle for learning how to learn?
I Can the agent autonomously figure out which approach works?

I Self-improvement:
I Encoding learning procedures as part of the learning process

(meta-meta-...-learning)
I Learn how to use them via the lifetime reward acceleration
V (πt) > V (πt−1) > · · · > V (π1)
where V is reward velocity since policy change.



Self-improvement example: Active Adaptive perception [3]

I Self-improvement with recurrent neural networks (see SMP-DRQN
implementation) to provide
I Active perception: selectively apply perception module
I Adaptive form of active perception: learn how to modify the

perception module based on long-term reinforcement

I Learns how to use instructions for long-term reward acceleration,
for example:
I using or modifying neural network
I working memory instructions
I self-modification

I Does not get stuck in long-term environment with no time-outs
and no terminal states

Self-modifying policy π



Self-improvement example: Active Adaptive perception [3]

Available as

I Bossens, D. M., Townsend, N. C., & Sobey, A. J. (2019). Learning
to learn with active adaptive perception. Neural Networks, 115,
30–49. https://doi.org/10.1016/J.NEUNET.2019.03.006



Beyond MDPs: lifelong reinforcement learning (LRL)

LRL aims to learn when presented sequence of tasks
(typically MDPs or POMDPs)

I Wide variety of approaches

I Commonality: combining task-specific
representations with global representations
where representation is e.g. parameters, NN
layers, or policies

I Key question: how many tasks can a
representation handle?



LRL question: task capacity [2]

I How many tasks can a set of policies solve?

I Representational/Theoretical:
how many tasks per policy can be solved
ε-optimally?

I Empirically/Relaxed:
how many tasks per policy before lifetime
performance drops?



LRL example: policy reuse [2]

I Fixed set policies {π1, . . . , πNπ}, where Nπ ≤ Nτ
I Two policy selection strategies

I Adaptive: select based on past task-success
I Unadaptive: random choice at start of the run

I Policies are continually refined

I Successful application on 27-task MDP sequence and 18-task
POMDP sequence

I Effect of task-similarity: task capacity higher on the former, lower
on the latter

I Significant memory reduction possible when compared to
task-specific policies; also avoids temporary policies

Cartpole POcman



LRL example: policy reuse

Available as

I Bossens, D. M., & Sobey, A. J. (2021). Lifetime policy reuse and
the importance of task capacity. ArXiv Preprint
ArXiv:2106.01741, 1–27. http://arxiv.org/abs/2106.01741



Beyond MDPs: constrained MDPs (CMDPs)

I Agent observes environment state s ∈ S and then performs action a ∈ A.

I Environment returns the reward r(s, a) ∈ R as well as the constraint-cost c(s, a) ∈ R, and then
samples the next state s′ ∼ P ∗s,a.

I Decision problem:
I Find policy π : S → A
I Which maximises Vπ(s) = Eπ,P∗

[∑∞
k=0 γ

trt|s0 = s
]

subject to Cπ(s) = Eπ,P∗
[∑∞

k=0 γ
tct|s0 = s

]
≤ d

where d is the constraint-cost budget.

I CMDP is defined by tuple 〈S,A, P ∗, r, c, d, γ〉.
I Markov property: transition probability depends only on current state-action pair (P ∗s,a)

I Key question: How to ensure constraints are satisfied during exploration as well as exploitation?



CMDP example: Explicit Explore, Exploit, or Escape (E4) [1]



CMDP example: Explicit Explore, Exploit, or Escape (E4) [1]

I Model-based approach:
I Model the CMDP P̂ , r̂, ĉ. If approximation close enough for a state, then is is a known state.
I Known states: long-term value and constraint-cost V̂π(s) and Ĉπ(s) are approximately correct,

with error ε.
I Offline optimisation: use model to generate data, then estimate value of policy

I Exploitation policy (known states):
I CMDP over the known states; budget d− 2ε.

I Exploration policy (known states):
I CMDP over the known states; reward for finding an unknown state; budget d− 2ε.

I Escape policy (unknown states):
I return back to known state before budget d′ = d/2 exceeded.
I worst-case transition from uncertainty set Ps,a (containing true P ∗s,a)



CMDP example: Explicit Explore, Exploit, or Escape (E4)

Main results:

I Optimality: E4 finds near-optimal constrained policy within polynomial time

I Safe exploration: satisfies the constraint-cost budget throughout the whole lifetime despite
model errors

I Applicability: reachability assumptions

I Flexibility: incorporate prior knowledge and inference methods for unknown states

Available as

I Bossens, D. M., & Bishop, N. (2021). Explicit Explore, Exploit, or Escape (E4):
near-optimal safety-constrained reinforcement learning in polynomial time. ArXiv Preprint
ArXiv:2111.07395, 1–26. http://arxiv.org/abs/2111.07395



Conclusion

I Active adaptive perception: uses self-improvement as a general learning framework, using suitable
perception module

I Task capacity: a fundamental limit to representations within a domain of tasks

I Lifetime policy reuse: a nice demonstration of task capacity + potential for large number of tasks to be
solved with limited memory

I CMDPs: nice way to provide safety constraints

I E4 provides safety throughout exploration
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